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one of the most important principles is to provide an opportunity for everyone to enter the competition, and to get the knowhow of creating and painting models. the main focus in creating these projects is to simulate an
omsi bus, in which you can operate, and where many elements are included as realistic as possible. the first item will be with a single set of the family (setra s3xx), which is a 4-axle, model (in the omsi image). the model
has just been launched here for sale, and is used for the first set of the project. the third set of the project will contain buses of a modified version of setra s3xx (setra s3xx nf) that had been already modified to be able to
be used with omsi, and ran simulations as good as a road bus. the omsi will also contain a fully functioned car with a navigation system in the bus. the buses themselves will be able to read the data from the navigation
system, and, obviously, if the bus has a navigation system, the navigation system will be able to read the data from the bus. the fourth set of the project will contain buses (setra s3xx) of a different model. this is actually
the second line-up of the setra s3xx, which the author states was modified due to s3xx-ul factory warranty. the fifth set of the project will contain buses (setra s3xx nf) of a different model. this is actually the third line-up
of the setra s3xx, which the author states was modified due to s3xx-ul factory warranty. the sixth set of the project will contain buses (setra s3xx nf) of a different model. this is actually the fourth line-up of the setra
s3xx, which the author states was modified due to s3xx-ul factory warranty.
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the unistart s315 nf omsi is a newly made bus, which was first shown with the las vegas makers fürstenfeldbruck “tv maker sonderveranstaltung 2015”. this project was completed in 2016. in his 1st build version, only
the donor bus scania citywide gn11 was used. the distance between the stairs to the next bus stop is too long, and there is also a problem with the texture, which was the first result of the foundry. for the 2nd version,
the scania citywide gn14 was used, which was modified from the donor bus scania citywide gn11. the variant in the 3rd version is again based on the donor bus scania citywide gn11, but with the windows and the mmi

removed. * the model itself is based on a 2004 setra g315nf, which had been considerably modified and mounted again with a “r” license. the engine is the 3-liter mercedes om 457 hla 6-cylinder diesel engine. the
transmission is the 6-speed zf t6 ktr (automatic). the following versions were built: the first version was built in december 2015, and the second version in march 2016. the third version was released to the public on

march 29th 2017. the distance between the stairs to the next bus stop is too long, and there is also a problem with the texture, which was the first result of the foundry. the third version has only two serious problems.
one is the overlong distance between the stairs to the next bus stop, which is very uncomfortable for the driver. the second problem is the missing gurney between the four doorways. because of this, the passengers

can’t get out on the opposite side of the bus. the models for the doors are from the minibus, “kirnschede”. 5ec8ef588b
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